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OLD BOTTLES.
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Christ said "No man soweth a piece of new cloth
on an old garment else the new piece that filleth it
up taketh away from the old and the rent is made
And no man putteth new wine into old botworse.
tles, else the new wine doth burst the bottles, and the
wine is spilled and the bottles will be marred but
new wine must be put into new bottles."
What Christ's meaning was when he spoke these
words we can hardly guess, for the context in Matthew (ix, 16, 17) as well as in Mark (ii, 21, 22) appears
:

:

;

to

be corrupted.

Christ,

as reported in these pas-

words in answer to the question
" Why do we and the Pharisees fast oft, but thy disThis part of Christ's answer does
ciples fast not?"
But, whatever Christ meant,
not fit to the question.

sages, said these

it is

certain that,

:

if

himself did pour

these allegories

mean

new wine

into old bottles.

faith,

he

He

did

not reject the truths of the Old Testament, but he

adopted them, he perfected them, he brought out
their moral purport, and showed the spirit of their
meaning.
If the simile is to be interpreted in this
sense, evolution

new wine

the progress of science but a constant re-

is

modeling of our
cial life

scientific

What

?

is

conceptions and terms and

the progress of national and so-

but a constant alteration and improvement of

old institutions and laws

What enormous
God passed through

?

changes has our conception
!

How

great they are

is

of

scarcely

apparent to us now, at least our orthodox brethren
are not much aware of it. It is known to the historian ;

and we can give an idea

of these

changes by pointing

the fact that the idea of evil passed through the

phases.

the history of the idea of the devil

How
and

is

to

same

The crude anthropomorphism displayed

minds, and

in

fresher in our

better preserved in legends.
often have the orthodox on the one hand,
is

on the other, declared that if the word
it means and can mean only
some one thing. How often did the former conclude
from such a premise that everyone who did not hold
their opinion was an atheist, and the latter maintain
that this conception being wrong, there was no God at
infidels

God means

anything,

How

often

per Year

was the conception

of

God

changed,

to shift his

position.

There

is

a point of strange

agreement between the

old orthodox believers and their infidel antagonists.
Believers, as a rule, declare that religion
ing, unless

it

means the worship

divine personality

;

means nothsupernatural

and

of religion,

definition

of a

atheists, accepting the latter
conclude that religion, there-

should be rejected as a superstition.
This agreement between believers and infidels is
In my childhood I sided with the
first startling.

fore,

at

former, in

came
both.

my

man,

a
I

youth with the
I

latter

;

but,

when

I

be-

freed myself from the narrowness of

now know

some

that

errors they have in

common.
Opponents have always something

in

common,

else they could not be antagonistic to one another.

Thus

the orthodox believer and the infidel disbeliever
stand upon the same ground, and this ground is their
common error. The infidel speaker on the platform,

appears to me, in principle as well as in method, like
an inverted orthodox clergyman. He agrees with his
adversaries in the principle and he always falls back

—
—that there

is no one who
no one who can solve the religious problem, no one who can prove or disprove whether there
But
is a God and an immortality of the soul or not.
the infidel inverts the argument of the orthodox believer.
While the latter argues, "I must believe, because I cannot know, I must have faith, because it is
beyond the ken of human reason;" the infidel concludes, "because I cannot know, I must not believe;
and I must reject any solution of the problems of God
and the soul because the subject is beyond the ken of

upon the dogmatic assertion

into old bottles.

What
formulas

a perpetual repetition of putting

is

1890

and how often had the dogmatic believer

the renewal

rejuvenescence of a dying

of old ideas, the

10,

Science.

^A7•ith

can

know

human

:

reason."

Weighing the pros and the cons of the question, I
became convinced that both parties were one-sided,
that, misguided by a narrow definition, both had become so ossified as to allow of no evolution to a higher
I discarded all scruples about
using the words Religion, God, and Soul in a new
sense, which would be in conformity with science. It

standpoint. Therefore,

was, perhaps, a

new path

there are few that find
fully

it,

that

but

I

it is,

was

and

traveling,

nevertheless,

convinced, the only true way that leadeth unto

I

am
life.
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The adherents

of the

new

religious conception are

and there are the theists on the one
side, and the agnostics on the other, both uniting their
objection to a widening of ideas that have become too
narrow for us now, both declaring that old definitions
should not be used in a new sense.
Strange! is it not? It seems so, but it is not.
The agreement between believers and unbelievers is
The law
easily explainable from the law of inertia.
of inertia holds good in the empire of thought just as
much as in the empire of matter.
in the minority

When

;

Lavoisier discovered that

of oxidation,

he met with

much

fire

was

opposition

was plainly told him that
meant anything, meant a certain substance,

his co-workers.

It

cally called phlogisticum

be perceived

b)'

;

a process

among

We

now

fire

This phlogisticum,

it

altogether?

about on the ocean of life, he must have something to
regulate his conduct. Who shall do that? Shall man
follow his natural impulse to get as much pleasure out

he can ? Shall he follow science ? Or
he follow religion ?
Man might follow science, if every man could be-

of his life as

shall

come

threatened to be choked.

words about the new cloth, and the new
seems to me, meant that certain religious
institutions,
that ceremonies and forms will wear
out like old garments, and like old bottles.
Antiquated institutions, which have lost their sense, should
not be preserved.
For instance, the sacrifices of
lambs and goats, which were offered by the Jews, as
well as by the Greeks and the Romans, were abandoned in Christianity they had lost their meaning,
and Christ's religion would have been an old garment
with a new piece of cloth on it, if the old cult had
been preserved. Indeed, even the Jews are so much
imbued with the new spirit that they have given up
it

sciences, but

;

and

we

can,

specialists in ethics.

system of ethics

in

some

sense, this

?

is

possible.

in the different

some extent become

all of us, to

What is religion but a popularized
And this religion of ethics will be
All of us who aspire after
future.

progress,

THE LOGOS THEORY.
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

This

their sacrifices forever.

be the same with the

now dawning upon mankind.

new
Some

religion that is
of the old cere-

monies have lost their meaning, they will have to be
dropped.
But the whole purport of religion, the
ideal of religion and its mission will not be gone.

is

the designation

I

of the origin of language.

wish to give to

Two

my

theory

other designations,

Sympathy Theory, and the Causality Theory,
but they are inmay, perhaps, also be suitable
complete, for they only embrace certain single parts
of the entire organic analysis with which we have to
deal.
The Logos Theory, on the contrary, fixes the
true centre of gravity of the question at a point where
it must be sought for
in the origin of the concept
the

;

—

and
had

in the

union of the various contrary things that

meet and organically combine together, in orhuman speech and thought that greatest of
might arise and be demiracles, and pride of creation
veloped.
The Mimetic and Interjectional theories of
language are explanations of thought that can be to
the taste of such people only as do not think.
I shall set out, in the present disquisition, from a
comparison of language with poetry.
to

der that

—

Poetry, even at the present day,

:

will

a scientist

We cannot, all of us, become specialists

fire

Christ's

It

moral teacher

work for the realization of this religion.
Let the religion of the future be a religion of science,
let religion not be in conflict with science, but let the
science of moral conduct be so popularized that the
simplest mind can obey its behests, not only because
he knows that disobedience will ruin him, but also because he has learned to appreciate the moral commands, so as to love them, and follow them because
he loves them.

;

wine,

in life, a

not allow himself to drift

know

ing of the words

spirit is

Man must

scientifi-

that the definition and the meanand heat have changed. Neither
have the words been discarded, nor have we ceased to
believe in the real existence of fire, since we have
given up our wrong notion of the materiality of fire.
On the contrary, we now know better what fire is, and
in what consists the reality of a fiame.
Concerning religion let us follow the example of
Christ, and break the fetters that antiquated definitions
impose upon us. Not the letter giveth life, but the
spirit
and let us preserve the spirit of religious truth,
if need be, at the sacrifice of the letter, in which the
all

always want a guide

will

instructor.

the religion of the

was maintained, possessed, among other properties,
the strange property of a negative weight, and the
argument seemed so evident, since all flames tend
upwards.
If fire meant a
mere mode of motion,
would not that be equivalent of denying the real
existence of

Man
and

fire, if it

the qualities of which could

our senses.

COURT.

ation of language, that
so, too, all

—

is,

—

is

virtually a cre-

And,
was poetry

a creation of concepts.

primitive creation of language

poetry.
When, amidst the discordant,
many-voiced choir of utterances indicative of
will and sensation, there was heard, for the first time
on earth, a sound that conveyed a clear, intelligible
sense, an objective meaning, that sound signalized a
lofty, ideal

noisy,

moment replete with sublimest poetry

— for then dawned

the sixth day of the creation of the world.

Examining the method

of poetical utterance

we

find

—

j
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upon external. This relation, which
and effect, is the fundamental rule of all
our cognition and conception of the perceptible world.
Everything must be referred to this principle, through it
all must be expressed, without it no utterance is possible.
In all the following instances, therefore, it must be tacitly
because, manifestly, whatever is internal
assumed
as regards speech and thinking, actually exists only
when it attains to expression, that is, when an exterthat external acts
is

one

of cause

wherein a

mous

phenomenon

This

category, accordingly,

first

the three following* in
chanical process

distinguished from

is

this, that

senses.

here the purely me-

regarded, while the inner factor,

is

the Will, apparently
is

the

offered that strikes

is

is

cellence of

all

lief

To

"Thou

Says Horace:

seest

how mount

Soracte

groaning branches bend beneath
brooks, rigid with
All of

which

frost, are

natural state of things,

when

green,

—rivers and

contrast to the previous

its

when mount

Soracte

clothed

is

the trees spread forth their branches,

restlessly

was

:

condition
Latin,

The simple word

is

illustrated in

parallel

form

became

sea

by the greatness
conceived

All these,

as causality

:

Horace

is

nal, the

more

animate,

is

helebenden Blick," "

and "Vom Else

it

carols.]

et

ever

and the more expresis in

lachte der

totum nutu tremefecit Olyinpicm.

Concussit terque qitaterque

cum qua

terras, mare, sidera movlt.

order that the soul

may

vividly

throughout to be assumed,

—

is

apprehend

— the

effect of

listened to with trembling and awe, and

the

Logos

In

poetry, the inter-

Mai, " Lustgesange,"

befreii."

The "three following categories" of the chapter of the original from
this extract has been taken, are omitted. They are as follows the
e^Qci ot external on internal j'oi internal on external : and of internal on
:

will

*

is,

reconcile, in order to

Grand and sublime poetical passages frequently owe their beauty to the
manifest disproportion between cause and effect,
which

Annuit

*

revealed in utterances like "holden,

Es

in

What

effective

however, as

:

;

gone,

stronger the contrasts that connect them.

this passage,

:

Citncta supercilio inoventis.

:

forthwith obeyed by every created being.

the green sward

again, are external changes, conceived

—the

is

Here belongs also that sublime passage in Homer,
which Zeus, by the mere movement of his dark
eye brows, and by a nod of the head, causes great
Olympus to tremble a passage, the beauties of which
three Roman poets have imitated

therefore,

laughs- in joy

Resound the joyous

Handel, through the

upon external, while I certainly do not deny,
that in the humbly obedient sea we may also assume
an ethical effect, and, at the same time, a mythologiHere is portrayed the
cal manner of expression.
living God, who has created all things, whose voice,

the grass to the fields,

For forest free
Of frost and icy lacings

;

in

external

[Released from ice are brook and river
By the quickening glance of the gracious Spring.

is

of the effect

immense.

2.S

cal effect is

the foliage to the trees.]

On

to

the overpowering might of the thunderer, a mechani-

Es lackt der Mai,
Der IVald istfrei
Von Rei/und EisgeMnge;
Der Schtiee ist fort.

The snow

the

humbly obeying. Both
express the same by opposite
sea

depicts the majesty of the creator

Ctisariem

is

as over-

while representing

audible diminution of the result, that nevertheless

Here,

Ort
Erschallen Lustgesange.^^

sive, the

Haydn

coinae.^^

Else be/reit sind Strom und Bdcke
Durch des Friihlings holden beUbenden Blick,''

[May

— the

composers strove

Ovid

Am griinen

And

omnipotent,

pianissimo

methods.

command

dry, ",by introducing the

powering and

of

Vom

[The snows have flown, returned

Haydn has

here the cause.

an endless strain of widely diverging accords, illus
trating the immensity of effect in contrast to the simple motive word of command.
Handel has expressed
the opposite effect in his wonderful work Israel in
Egypt: "And he commanded the sea. And the

Virgil

"

is

musically interpreted the last word of this passage by

:

Arboribusque

:

light."

" Dijfugsre nives, redeunt jam gratnina cainpis,

•

belongs pre-eminently that celebrated passaid. Let there be light
and there

" And God

—

speed along.

The converse of the last
the following, German and
statement

weight

arrested in their course."

external causality, external alteration,

is

highly characteristic from

and brooks

its

—the

enor-

effect,

this class

sage

effect

poetry.

stands forth, white, with a mantle of deep snow

in

This

not taken into account.

the source of intuitive perception, the highest ex-

some

external cause produces

trifling

which brightly illuminates and sets in rethe power and might of the author and originator.

;

nal
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how many

have been revealed from

ence,

the

contrarieties

become what

my

its

name

work.

it

must

purports,

Independ-

self-dependent existence of our percepts,

having assumed in the mind definite lines
and by their having been placed at
the disposal of the intellect in that they may be summoned forth at any time by the word and the general concept
such is the highest achievement of the

by

their

of demarcation,

—

Logos. With this performance the Logos entered into
existence. This characterof combining and distinguishing it still preserves in all its functions, as from the

beginning so

to the

present day,

when

infinitely

com-

plicated mental operations are performed with instinct-

;

XHK OPEN COURT

and lightning rapiditj', so that it seems
almost impossible to follow the paths of the individual
threads.
For the sake of greater clearness I shall at
tempt to show, by means of the accompanying cut,
what elements of thought of a simpler order, and likeive certainty

wise concepts,

may be

contained in a single concept,

and how through the reciprocal interaction of these
concepts and of the percepts which they control,
a concatenation of ideas converges in that concept,
and likewise again radiates from it. The concept
Bread is chosen. In our cut the concept is developed
genetically towards the left side, and teleologically towards the right. From the left and right extremities, respectively, the concept becomes ever more special,
that is, it takes in more definitions eradiating from
;

the middle,

it

passes into ever more general concepts,

that by reason of their

more general character can be

predicated of the notion Bread, or be

collectivel}'

re-

ferred to the same.

By

an illustration of this kind

how

shown,

things real

;

it

can be graphically

may represent for man the role of
how man has acquired the power of comideas

bining in his representative faculty the most remote

and thereby has been able to accomplish the
human industry and commerce. But
all this would be utterly inconceivable without concepts, which impart to percepts their unity and
self-dependence, bring about and multiply their rational
connection. Hence also, no animal can ever advance a
single step heyond /resent perceptive representation,
can never escape from the constraint with which Nature circumscribes the narrow sphere of its wants.

objects,

great miracles of

Unfortunately, however, in apparent contravention of

day carry on a regular
and methodical species of agriculture, keep live-stock
and domestics like we Nay, they have been caught
in conversations and social entertainments of a quarter
of an hour's duration
Heaven save the mark

this rule, ants to the present

!

—

!

The perception of causality subsisting between things
Verily, this constitutes such a simple, plain,

same

and

.'

at the

time, such an obvious and convincing distinction

human reason, from all animal intelliseems inconceivable how this manifest
and clear boundary-line should not long ago have
been noted and established as such. For this causalit}'
to be grasped by the mind, one of the two causal memof the

Logos, of

gence, that

it

bers must
percept,

the

at

start

necessarily have existed as

as representation

and the connection

only,

with the others been effected by thinking, that
the concept.

In

phenomenon

the

"dug here"

is

through

the present aspect of

refers to a past activity as cause

;

in

digging" reference is made to a future
activity as aim.
In both cases ttuo representations or
percepts must be simultaneously present the one

"thing

for

—

accordingly, only by representatio

;

this,

however,

is

to

be attained only through the concept, the word. Therefore, man only, and the animal never, will be found in
the possession of tools.

The

man, by virtue of the perseem to be connected with one another, that is governed by an inner
necessity.
Yet who could remain blind to the truth,
that the series of percepts connected with the will and
arranged by close relations with regard to the same,
must have been the most natural, the most primitive of
acts of cognizant

cepts that illuminate consciousness,

all ?

that practical thinking,

— that

is,

if I

may use this expression

thinking constantly guided by interest and

—

founded on the subjective basis of will must alone and
exclusively be placed at the beginning, as it even to-day
certainly forms the life-material of the majority of
men ? The emancipation of our thought from our desires and wants constitutes every advance towards
theoretical knowledge, and it certainly follows thence,
that originally thought was wholly coalesced with will
that percepts,

accordingly, in the consciousness of

primitive men, were not arranged in any causal, genetic,

and intellectual connection, but simply disposed in
the order in which by reason of instinctive impulses
and emotions they had entered into their various in-

The

cidental or natural connections.

practical effects,
tion to

common

will for a long

speech aimed at
sympathetical agreement, and incita-

time remained absolute autocrat;
action.

From

all

the earliest instinctive

utterances of will, which in the shape of sounds di-

and simultaneously uttered by a body of men
encouraged to the primitive acts of digging, plaiting,
etc., to the kindling eloquence of a popular orator who
fired the souls of men with martial enthusiasm, by his
vivid picture of desecrated graves and temples, of
cities laid waste, of women and children dragged awa}into captivity
throughout the same law unceasingly
operates, the action of will upon will through the synirectly

—

—

THE OPEN
frame of mind and its attendant percepts.
Everywhere we find imitation, everywhere will, everywhere activity. And for this reason my theory, which
upon this very basis erects all else there is, has justly
received the name of the Sympathy Theory.
We see the active causality of our will produce
effects, and, as it were in a dream, create forms that
upon being taken up by the senses (passive causality),
are converted into percepts, and then as the reflected

COURT.
THE SUGGESTIBILITY OF CROWDS.

patlu-tic

of

activity

This, however,

is

may appear to us
uriiiv,

again enter our consciousness.
not a successive series, although it

volition

as such, but actual simultaneousness,

the essence of causality and reason.

One

of the

most important aspects of my theory is therefore aptly
expressed by the designation Causality Theory.
But the most important element is still lacking
the free, regular, and well-arranged combination of the
percepts, as entirely guided and irradiated by the
For, notwithlight of cognition, in a word the Logos.
standing

all

unity of causality in the cases hitherto ex-

hibited, the percept

strongly cleaves to will, sen-

still

and direct-sensory

sation,

To

intuition.

release

it

(the

percept) from this bondage of coarse, empirical reelevate

ality, to

it

irrevocably into the ideal sphere in

which with perfect mental freedom it can enter into innumerable other combinations to achieve this miracle,
causality must emancipate itself, and become a powerful and ever ready instrument of the human mind.
Causality gained freedom only with the rise of conThe oldest words, dig, plait, bind,
cepts and words.
separate, have no other content than that of causal rela-

—

tion

— the connection

cepts

that

of tv/o sensually perceptible per-

constitute

their

causal

members,

the

The

The

sents by no

means the sum

causal relation contained in

words, that

is

their verbal fluidity,

all

;

One reason

the average.

its

true

that nobody,

if

'

tutes, accordingly, the essential character of thought.

language

is

Logos, and, consequently,

most

Locos Theory.

fittingly

Thus many help

to give

expression to an opinion for which they do not feel a

personal responsibility.

Great masses of people are for several reasons exFirst, great masses are likely to
be composed of many men below the average of education, and people who are in possession of little knowledge are easily influenced by any opinion that is
tremely suggestible.

A lack of

offered with great self-assertion.

accompanied with a lack of
Thus, secondl}^ great masses are not
is

alwaj's

much opposition to new ideas,

unless a

knowledge

critical

power.

show
new idea directly
likely to

and unequivocally threatens some one of their firmly
Thirdly, even where great
prejudices.
masses consist of learned men, of professors, doctors,
or other people who are generally accustomed to think
established

independently, it is not likely that the majority is thoroughly familiar with that line of thought in which the
They may have been
speaker's argument moves.
partly indifferent to the subject before he
to speak

;

or

if

commences

they chanced to be interested in the sub-

they had not as yet formed an opinion of their
own. An opinion is now presented to them ready made,
and the simplest thing in the world is to accept that
ject,

it is

offered.

Schiller in one of his Xenions expresses a similar

idea

;

he says of some board

trustworthy

of

" Every one of them, singly considered,

But

in a

body they

all act

is

and behave

men

:

sensible, doubtless,
like

an ass."

union and junction with

one another.
In this manner words and concepts are
brought together into unity in the human judgment,
and therewith we have reached abstract thought, and
its ultimate principle, the
ground of cognition,' representing the second class in the Schopenhauerian distribution. Butalljudgments, of whatever kind they may
be, have as their final condition merely intuitive percepts from which they proceed, to which they redescend from their abstract altitude, and with reference
to which, perforce, they must find their application.
The joinder of percepts with percepts, of concepts
with concepts, of judgments with judgments constiall this is

seriously taken to task, cares to identify

himself with the whole crowd.

together with the substantiality of the percepts themselves, renders possible their

for this deficit in the intel-

ligence of masses of people will be found in the fact

concepts and

which has

of their intellectual ability,

but only their average capacity and if we could get
the exact measure of the understanding of crowds, we
would find that in most cases, it does not even reach

basis in the fact of its derivation from activity, taken

But

intelligence of an aggregate of people repre-

opinion just as

Logos.

2197

my

theory of

and properly designated the

Large bodies are always more

likely to

Many

takes than single individuals.

make

mis-

cooks spoil the

;
not only because there are too many opinions,
but also because if they form one mass, all their
knowledge together does not make up the sum but the

broth

mere average of their wisdom.
As a means of bringing the combined intelligence
of a number of persons to bear on a special point,
rules of discussion have been invented which make
it

possible for every opinion to be heard before the

association as a whole decides

upon the acceptance

a special idea or plan of action.

And

of

this is the only

way any meeting can be conducted in which the critical power of the individual members is not to be
suppressed, but the minds of
operate.

all

are allowed to co-

THE OPEN
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man, a Roman

There is a special art of suggesting ideas to large
masses and we call it oratory. The art is very valuIt can be
able and most valuable is it in a republic.
used for good and for evil purposes. An orator may

loved me,

suggest base ideas perhaps, with the same cleverness

joice at it;

;

as noble aspirations.

We
for

first,

upon the

to shed light

art of

method of suggestion for its practical use
honest and legitimate purposes and, secondly, to guard against the tricks of impostors, who
know how to gain the ears of an audience and lead
oratory as a
in serving

;

their hearers astray.

A

suggester of ideas,

e.,

i.

attorney at law, preacher, or

an orator (be he teacher,
the latter has

drummer

—

generally to be an orator to two ears only) must always

speak

in the

language of his audience

viz., his pupils,

;

his clients or the jury, his congregation, his customer.

— to use the expression of Experimental Psy— to adapt himself to his "subject."

He has
chology

It

is

an audience of farmers and it
would be absurd to speak in stilted phrases to a crowd
The orator must place himself on the same
of sailors.
useless to talk

level with the

Greek

to

intellect ot his subject

common ground
is

from which he

advisable to introduce

These

first

Caesar less, but that

first

may

;

he must find a

start; therefore

it

ideas that are familiar.

ideas being admitted as old friends, he can

gradually introduce others.

Stump

orators

who flourish

and operate among the vulgar classes find it most convenient to gain entrance by flattery.
An honest man
whose ideas will speak for themselves need not stoop
to such means.
A drummer whose goods are worthless, commences to praise the taste of his subject and
adds that everybody of good taste gives the preference
to his merchandise.
A wirepuller in a political campaign extols the intelligence of the American nation
until everyone of his audience feels elated and proud
of being so intelligent.
Then he ventures one step
further, declaring that no one but a fool can believe in

I

weep

I

for

Rome more.

him

as he

;

Brutus's oratory

I

was

that

Brutus
loved

I

... As Caesar

fortunate,

I

re-

honor him; but as he

natural and

is

"Why

"Not

:

loved

as

it is

grand

in

its

by himself.
He committed a noble crime when he stabbed his
and his speech is convincing because
fatherly friend
simpHcity.

Its

fallacies are believed in

;

shows the nobility of his motive.
Mark Antony has a more difficult position he is
looked upon as the defendant of an ambitious tyrant,
and it appears as specially objectionable to say anyit

;

thing derogatory of such honest

men

as Brutus, Cas-

and the other conspirators. He therefore, declares it his intention only to perform the burial, which
none of the proud and free Roman citizens would deny
He praises the honesty of
the meanest man in Italy.
Brutus and the conspirators, by whose kind permissius,

sion he

is

allowed to speak.

Here

is

the trick of his

and Mark Antony is fully conscious of it.
He does not start from a common ground but he
starts from an idea strongly supported by his hearers,
which is the v.ery same idea that he is about to give
Mark Antony is open to the
battle to, and to destroy.
He is not honest and square
charge of equivocation.
He deliberately and cautiously instills
like Brutus.
one drop of venom after another into the souls of
his " subjects " until they are full to the brim and cry
It is true
for vengeance on the murderers of Caesar.
he prosecutes a crnninal, and the criminal ought to be
punished.
But his prosecution is not dictated by the
love of justice but by the desires of a robber to deoratory,

;

prive

his

successful

brother-robbers

of

their spoil.

After having stirred the free citizens, the proud Ro-

mans and masters
ment, he says
"

of the

world into a furious excite-

:

Now

let

it

work.

Mischief, tliou art afoci,

Take thou what course thou

principles such as those of the other party.

The communication

the question

he was valiant,
was ambitious, I slew him."

explain the different methods employed,

shall

two reasons:

To

citizen.

rose against Caesar?" he answers

wilt,"

Yet the subjects to whom ideas are communicated should understand the mechanical laws of that art.
Knowledge is

This masterpiece of Shakespeare's dramatic genius
faithfully depicts the type of crowds.
The conquerors

a preservative, a protection against evil suggestions,

they lacked

because it affords a means to discriminate between
good and evil.

the Scipios, of a Cincinnatus, and of a Fabricius.

of ideas is

an

art.

An excellent example of the method how under most
circumstances certain ideas can be suggested
to a mass of people that are not willing to accept them,
difficult

is

the famous scene on the

Roman forum

in

Shake-

Brutus is demanded to give
an account of the murder of Caesar, and he justifies
speare's Julius CcEsar.

himself to the general satisfaction of his audience.
"Who is here so base," he asks, "that would be a

bondman?"

Of course, every one wants

to be a free

of the

world had

in Caesar's

time ceased to be free men,

the backbone of the contemporaries of

They

allowed their sympathies and their votes to be turned

by any demagogue
all

in

whatever direction he pleased,

the while imagining that they were free men, and

that they acted of their

own

accord.

If

the citizens

be independent, if they are of a
suggestible nature, they are not worth their freedom,
and they will become the prey of unscrupulous wirepullers, or their government will soon cease to be a
of a republic cease to

republic.

There

is

a lesson

for

America

1

Our

politicians

"
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They tell us that
even to-day use the basest flattery.
we are the greatest and most intelligent nation we
Having hypnotized their
are wise and independent.
audience with such cheap and vile phrases, they instill
their suggestions into the souls of the brave and the
;

COURT.

who

are of a different opinion as rascals, for

Whenever
Let every American citizen be war}'.
a stump-speaker begins to flatter, be on your guard,
for it is almost certain that he is about to deceive you.
Our people should do less shouting and more thinking
in election campaigns, and every single individual who
attends a meeting should feel himself responsible
for the expressions of indignation or enthusiasm of
the whole assembl}'.
A republic needs independent citizens, quick in
comprehension, but slow in judgment, and tenacious
Every
in that which they have recognized as right.'
honest thinker must endeavor to counteract the suggestibility of the masses by the proper education of
our people.

this or that pet

fallacy of a sentimental logic

apparent to

is

every clear-minded person, and we must accordingly
Every man should make
be on our guard against it.
never to form an opinion
it a rule for his thinking,

on mere sentimental grounds.
INSINUATION AND SUGGESTION.

The most insidious method of hypnotizers is what
we may call "suggestion by insinuation." For instance
The hypnotizer introduces his ideas by hints
:

He

rather than by a direct communication.

puts a

question which implies the supposition of a certain fact.

And

the

answer,

unwary

'subject,

while bothering about an

'

gets accustomed

imagination

set at

is

the occurrence.

SENTIMENTAL ARGUMENTS.

men who

scheme must have, so it apThe}' seem to stand in
pears, a different sentiment.
opposition to the result of the scheme, and thus they
must be, and are often declared to be, villainous rogues.
oppose

The

free with impunity.

2199

Amid

to the fictitious fact

work

his

;

to depict certain details of

these details, worked out in his

imagination, he forgets the main thing

namely, to

:

in-

and the suggester (be he orator, or
author, or politician, or demagogue, or preacher, or
teacher, or a fantastic dreamer) dwells at length upon

His account
This fact is the
of the event is now based upon a fact.
memory of his imagination. The idea of such an event
has become by insinuation a reality in his brain, he remembers it plainly, and being unable to discriminate
between the memory of a real experience and a com-

the details of his description, taking for granted that

mon

One

methods of suggesting
or propositions, is the employment of

the most effective

of

ideas, or plans,

sentimental arguments.

The

results of a certain

ac-

tion is described,

these must be the natural consequences of his scheme.

He

the sympathy, the hopes

excites the sentiment,

vestigate whether the fact

true

is

itself.

report of an occurrence, he will, in best faith,
take an oath upon the truth of his statement.
How dangerous suggestibility by insinuation is,

our lawyers have ample opportunity to ascertain.
From my own experience I know of a case where, in

And his subject whose
powers are lulled asleep under the influence of
some delightful dream, becomes an enthusiast for his
scheme. Being anxious about the result, he forgets to
examine whether the proposed scheme really leads to
that result
and if he really makes an attempt to examine the validity and soundness' of the plan, he
has, in the meantime, become so infatuated and intox-

upon the questions proposed, her evidence against the
defendant in such a way that her whole testimony became a tangle of improbable and impossible statements. It was a dream, incidentally suggested in preliminary examinations by questions which intimated

icated with the beautiful vision depicted to him, that

to her

and

fears of his

"subject."

critical

;

he has ceased to be impartial he is no longer unbiased,
and has become unable to examine the issue without a
;

prejudice.

Sentimental arguments
they

come

to us like friends

are
:

dangerous,

cent and harmless in sheep's clothes.

sheep
of the
tell.

may

The

fleece of a

hide a wolf or a real sheep, and which

two would be the worse

is

sometimes

Ideas comparable to wolves

whose brain they

dwell, appear

make

difficult to

the

man

in

most dangerous, but

those ideas that resemble the ovine species,
clined to regard as the greatest of

heads

because

they appear most inno-

all

I

am

evils, for

woman

presented,

how it might have been. Her vivid imagination
made her suppositions appear to her as real happenings,
and in court she gave her evidence on oath.
There were questions like these.
"What time was it ? "
" It was half past four in the morning."
"Did you not yesterday say it was a quarter

to

seven ?"

"No,

I

did not.

I

said

it

was exactly

half past

four."
it was
had become

In a preliminary examination she had said

in-

a quarter to seven, but in the

the

manifest, that

which they live and for society also.
A man whose opinion is founded upon sentimental
arguments usually considers those fellow-mortals of his
in

a trial for alleged murder, a Polish

if it

had been

meantime

it

a quarter to

seven

all

her

testimony would be irrelevant.

"How
four?

do you know that

it

was exactly

half pist

—

THE OPEN
"When

I

see what time

saw

this

man,

I

MAX MULLER ON PHYSICAL

looked at the clock to

was, and the clock was exactly half

it
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past four."

was not difficult to prove that from the window
at which she was, it was impossible to see the spot where
she fancied to have seen the man against whom she
gave evidence. So it must have been a case of selfIt

The worst
sonal malice.
to a

man

insinuations are those devised from per-

Some

villain, for instance,

writes a letter

with the intention to throw suspicion upon

The

his character.

tone of the letter

is

friendly

he

;

writes with a pretense of kindness and frankness, yet

among the sentences there are phrases like this " You
showed some anxiety about the matter and I am glad
Thus a statement
that I can be of service to you."
:

introduced together with an insinuation that the person addressed had some reason to be anxious about it.

is

Whether

this

is

true or not,

the letter

will

if

is

perhaps absolutely

the

If

false.

truth of the details can be proved, the insinuation

most

is

likely to find credit.

Villains

who employ such means

great harm.

There

venom

refined

of

are liable to do

one antidote only against the
such knaves, and that is independis

A man who is able to discriminate
of judgment.
between true facts that are proved, and fictitious facts
that are insinuated; will be able to see through the
schemes of a trickster, and take his statements for
insinuations.
They are not
exactly what they are
proved simply by being suggested, but require to be
proved and if they can be proved to be false they are
ence

—

;

evidences of

villan\-.

The lesson of
much neglected

;

it is

Psychology

is

a study too

indispensable for every one

who

has to deal with people and who has not ? the physician, the clergyman, the employer of labor, the officer
in the army, the professor, the merchant, the banker,
almost every one has to deal with people, and, above
;

Self-knowledge is not sufficient to
make us free, it must be self-knowledge ami the
knowledge of other people it must be self-knowledge
all,

the lawyer.

;

the broadest sense, knowledge of the soul, of the
motives that work upon, and can be employed to afIt is only knowledge that can
fect, man's sentiments.
in

and knowledge will make us
because it makes us free, knowledge, and
psychological knowledge, is power.

make

us free

;

free.

And

what

is

discovered either in nature, or in

is

in the self.

j-///ifrhuman,

was discovered

at a very early time in

parents and ancestors, particularly after they had delife. This sphere of thought might be comprehended under the name of anthropological re-

parted this
ligion.

psychological sphere of religious thought was
with endeavors to discover what lies hidden in

The
filled

of

nature, but as a self-conscious subject.

as a part

That

self

which man became conscious, as different from his
merely phenomenal or even his personal being, had
been called by many names in the different languages
It was called breath, spirit, ghost, soul,
of the'Vorld.
mind, genius, and many more names, which consti-

of

tute a sort of psychological mytholog)', full of interest
as to the student of

to the student of religion, as well

It was afterwards called the
language and thought.
Ego, or the person, but even these names did not satisfy man as he became more and more conscious of a
higher self.
At last the consciousness of self arose
from out the clouds of psychological mythology, and
became the consciousness of the Infinite or the Divine

within us

;

the individual self found itself again in the

— not absorbed

in it, but hidden in it, and
by a half-human and half-divine sonship.
The earliest name for the Infinite as discovered by
man within himself, was found in the ancient Upanishads. There it was called Aima, self, or the self, that
lies behind, looking and longing for the Highest Self
and yet it is not far from every one of us. Socrates
knew the same self, but he called it Daimonion, the in-

Divine
at

this is that

under three

man, considered not merely as a creature, or

The method of insinuation is the more surreptitious,
the more trivial the details are that are introduced in
connection therewith.
The details may be true, while
the fact insinuated

itself

as its object, or

The Infinite has been discovered, not only behind
the phenomena of nature, but likewise behind man,
taking man as an objective realitj', and as the representative of all that we comprehend under the name of
mankind. Something not merely human or something

read by

if

perhaps later on presented in court,
throw suspicion upon the person addressed.

others, or

called the Divine,

man, or

suggestion.

manifested

N-ATUR.\L Religion

different aspects, according

self

one with

it

dwelling God.
it

The

early Christian philosophers called

the Holy Ghost, a

interpretations

and

name which has

received

misinterpretations

in

many

different

schools of theology, but which ought to become again
for in the beginning, the spirit

what it was meant
which unites all that

man with the Holy
behind the veil of the Ego, or
the merely personal and phenomenal self.
It must not be supposed that the three phases of
is

holy within

of Holies or the Infinite
of

chiefly so
*

p.

c.

From

a report in the

kindly sent us by Prof. F.

London Christum

Max

MilUer.
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natural religion, the physical, the anthropological, and

the psychological, existed each by themselves, that

one race worshipped the powers of nature only, while
spirits of human ancestors, and
the third meditated on the Divine, as discovered in
the deepest depth of the human heart.
Nor did history lend any support to the theory that physical religion everywhere came first, and was succeeded by
anthropological, and lastly by psychological religion.
All that could be said was that in different countries and
among different nations sometimes the one, sometimes
the other phase of religion became more prominent,
though seldom was any religion met with which did
another venerated the

not contain the

The

germs

of

all.

ancient Vedic religion was pre-eminently a

physical religion, but to maintain, as

phers had done, that

it

some

physical religion in

Even

three roads were found,
b}'

any

religion.

on which a
different

belief

nations,

the

in

it

was

almost indispensable that each should be explored by
itself.
At present we shall devote ourselves to a study

—

ploration

is

but one method of carrying out that ex-

— the

We

historical.

must

try

to

discover

the historical vestiges of that long pilgrimage which
the

human

race had performed, not once, but

times, in search of

what

lies

beyond the horizon

many
of our

senses, in search of the Infinite, in search of a true

and

by
documents in which
that pilgrimage had been recorded.
There is an unbroken continuity in the religions, as there was in the
religion

;

in India,

this the enquirer could only achieve

a careful study of all truly historical

We know that the language
spoken by Hume and Kant is substantially the same as
that which was spoken by the poets of the Veda in
India 4,000 years ago.
And we see that the problem
of causality which occupied the powerful minds of
Hume and Kant was substantially the same as that
which occupied the earliest framers of Aryan language
and Aryan thought. Physical religion owes its origin
languages, of the world.

to the categor}' of causality, or, in other

stratum of language and thought, the very possibility
Yet
of which had before been so keenly contested.
while a study of .the

words, to the

all

phenomena

of nature.

that could be

historians called

Veda was

it

did not claim to teach

known about the gods of nature. If
the Veda primitive, they meant that

intellectually older than the oldest

hymns

of the

Rig-

doubt whether we possess any literary relics
chronologically older, at all events in their own, the
Veda, and

I

Aryan world.

The Veda has become

the foundation of

mythological, and. religious studies.

tic,

For practical purposes it is best to study the origin
and growth of physical religion in one country only,
and then to turn our eyes to other countries where the

the best preparation for

it was more primitive than any other literary work they
were acquainted with, and that it contained many
thoughts which required no antecedents. But it would
be the greatest mistake to imagine that everything in
the Veda was primitive, intelligible, or without antecedents. The collection of hymns which scholars chiefly
meant when they spoke of the Veda in general, was a
collection of various collections, and in each of them
there were relics of different ages, mixed up together.
They had to search carefully for what was really primary in thought, for the later rubbish was much more
abundant than the original gold. And yet, for all that,
they possessed in the whole world no literary relics

predicating of roots expressive of agency and causality
as applied to the

but in every part of the world.
of the Veda laid bare the primitive

The discovery

the study of physical religion,

of ph}'sical religion.

There

Council of Nic£ea, after
it appeared after the
had become a state religion, and had once for all
settled its dogmas and ceremonial, and then we had
suddenly discovered a manuscript of the Gospels the
new insight into the true nature of Christianity would
not have been more startling and surprising than has
been the new light which the discovery of the Veda
throws on the origin and growth of religion, not only

running

closely parallel, or even crossing each other, yet

fulness, in all its simplicity,

Suppose we knew Christianity

it

The very
recognition of superior beings implied some kind of
perception of man's own being, some recognition of
what really constituted his own self. Though these
entirely absent in

all its

only as

fully

its

the character of a philosophy rather than of a religion,

was reached

—

—

in all its necessity.

elaborated form belongs to a later age and assumes

Infinite

ideas, though under varying outward conditions,
have found expression in mythology or religion. In
no country do we find physical religion in its simplest
form so completely developed as in India. Not in
India, as it is popularly known, not in modern India,
not in media;\al India, not even in the ancient India,
as represented in the epic poems of the Mahabharata
and Ramayana, least of all in the India of the Buddhists,
whose religion, old as it was for Buddha died 477
B. c.
was built up on the very ruins of that religion
which interests us at present. The pure, original,
and intelligible religion of India is to be found in the
Vedic period onl}', which preceded the rise of Buddhism,
just as the religion of the Old Testament preceded
There and there only can we see
that of the New.

philoso-

the third phase, the psychological, that in

220I

same

contained no traces of ancestor-

worship, shows simply an ignorance of facts.

was never

COURT.

all

linguis-

The accents

Veda supplied our philologians with the final
explanation of the minutest changes of vowels in
Greek, and even in English. The names of Greek and
of the

T

i
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Roman gods and goddesses found their explanation in
common phraseology of the Vedic Rishis and reli-

the

thing tends to render extremely conservative toward speculations
relative to

wider personal

;

gion

and

itself,

which seemed

to

some scholars

unnatural a creation 'that

it

so irrational

could have been

in-

and he probably a madman,'
and rational
that they might boldly call it an inevitable phase in
the growth of the human mind.

man

vented by one

assumed

only,

a character so perfectly natural

liberty,

whom

others at a distance to

and without means

reach

to

such thoughts might be welcome,

is

but one of the many difficulties I have encountered. Individual
initiative having long since gone out of fashion, in the collapse of
the ancient system of political economy, it becomes more and more
assert

difficult to

in the

it

the field of journalism

economy

of intellect.

am aware

I

that

regarded as exempted from the general

is

rule of authoritative direction and, like the clergy, left to personal
still the universal tendency of all our institumeasures and direction largely invalidates the
This tendency to centralization, which has become the
theory.
crowning glory of our civilization, is strikingly manifest even in

merit to win success

;

tions to militant

A JOURNALIST'S CONFESSION.

BOSTON,

[communicated through dyer

d.

A. D., 2001.

lum.]

You will be surprised, my dear Dr. Leete, to learn that I
have severed my connection with the " Trumpet of Liberty," but
such is the fact. Your kindness in the past, your earnest zeal in
laboring to secure sufficient subscribers to reimburse the executive
power for expense incurred, as well as your unfailing optimism
even when circumstances looked dark, all alike convince me that
I would be derelict to favors received were I not to lay before you
the reasons which have actuated

me

in

the reasons purely sentimental, though

vate criticisms

I

know

that

I

I

should

could at once

newspapers should seem to lean toward
throw myself upon your good nature.

The imperative

necessity of

first

treason, I

can but simply

made

securing enough subscribers

culars sent out the replies

the

;

To the cirfrom a distance were, as we expected,
utter lack of advertising, if I may be

permitted that antique word, prevented the fact from being widely

known, as well as the character and scope of our work, and at the
In fact, my
of means to collect names.
dear doctor, while in no wise depreciating the calm security we
now possess of knowing that our material wants will be easily
gratified, it still seems to me, but without indorsing Carlyle's allusion to "pig's wash," that this security of the stomach tends to
confine our efforts within narrower circles and restrict our intel-

same time deprived us

horizon within the boundaries of personal intercourse.

lectual

Without means

to

reach unknown inquirers, our work and pro-

gress has been largely retarded.

tion

But the "Trumpet," fortunately, having a goodly subscriplist, and I being elected editor, these difficulties were sur-

mounted, even

if

it

prevented a material reduction

crease of attractions.

member

But here a greater

in

terms or in-

difficulty arose.

You

re-

the biting sarcasms in works of a former age in which

the clergy were assailed for being necessarily subservient to the
pews whence arose their support. I fancy I can put myself in the
place of a clergyman under those semi-barbarous conditions prevailing before government kindly relieved us of the care of overlooking our own morals.
For even under our resplendent liberty,
which I have done so much to trumpet, I have found myself continually treading on tender corns and drawing forth indignant protests from my constituency.
Our beloved institutions have not
fostered criticism on the contrary, the tendency is plainly toward
;

its

repression.

Though our

its

theoretical exemption.

subscribers being, so to speak, stockholders, and persons

whose everyday occupations and mode
individual initiative, the

of living tend to disparage

presses continually issue books, they,

reaching beyond a merely local
market, which while heightening cost necessarily limits circulalike papers, find great difficulty in

blasphemous

of anything

first effect

the sacred shrine of the commonplace

to

the appointment of a

is

committee, or board of directors, by the subscribers whose chief
functions consist in promoting solidarity
Theoretically,

scribers.

I

flower of our civilization
at

Shawmut

College, but

enraptured with

its

has survived,

however

to

among

my

later experience

Each

fragrance.

vinced that they are

When

its

has not led

me

to

be

one, in so far as individuality

competent
most fervent

slight a degree, feels not only

for those

;

wisdom are equally con-

organs.

accepted the position as editor,

I

the enrolled sub-

had become convinced that this was the
and frequently elucidated its philosophy

but authorized to express himself editorially

be obtained,

the venture in a large degree local.

not very encouraging

The

in presenting the superiority of collective

to guarantee cost before permission to publish could

necessarily

if

are

command the tender
your generous and trusting heart. And if my priherein as to the wisdom of our mode of conducting

place them upon that ground

sympathies of

Nor

this final step.

journalism, despite

believed that this

I

reservation of journalism from collective control was wise, but

what was excluded

in theory

reappears in practice.

If

you could

but look over the articles I have received from the stockholders
whom I represent, the " pews " to whom I preach, you might be

tempted

to

change the name of the paper

to the

" Scrap Book,"

or face the problem of reducing material cost without increasing
intellectual costiveness.

am

You see my dilemma

publishing contradictory principles,

if I

:

I insert

if

exclude them

I

them

am

I

fly-

ing in the face of our great and glorious institutions by looking
to outgrown conditions, wherein some of your semibarbarous forefathers were wont to prate of the inseparableness
of personal initiative and responsibility.

backward

That our social system can be criticised by writers for its
compulsory enlistment for three years to secure ample supply for
social

demand

for sewer-ditchers, night scavengers,

you would undoubtedly agree with me
only coming from those in whom our beneficent
vice, etc.,

domestic ser-

in regarding as

institutions had
"born tired,"
some ancient authors. Yet,

not eradicated as yet the hereditary taint of being
a complaint of which

we read

in

whatever its source, such criticisms are received, though generally
ccncealed in allegory. Thus, recently, I had to reject a story of
considerable literary excellence, wherein was described a fancied
society where parity of conditions rendered free competition
equitable, and remuneration for work was determined in open
market by intensity and degree of repugnance overcome, thus unI
socially offering the highest inducements to disagreeable labor.
saw at once the anarchistic character of the work, and promptly
suppressed

it

as treasonous.

have also come to the conclusion, my dear Dr. Leete, that
the newspaper is obsolete.
For current gossip and small talk we
already have abundant vehicles for criticism on public polity
there is no room, even if there were need, nor would it be wise
I

;

tion.

To

write for the

"pews"

only, so to speak, restricts inde-

pendence while independence either curtails my list of readers or
changes its personnel, in either case depriving the paper of an
assured and solid basis.
;

To

antagonize those within immedia'e reach,

whom

every-

to tolerate

it

in a

to general welfare
stitutions.

Our

community where

individuality

is

subordinated

and protection constitutes the genius of

general news

given to us, and the

official

we

receive officially,

bulletins

meet

all

all alike,

demands

all

as

that

init is

may

.

THE OPKN

Danube an hypothesis
do not apply.

which public safety and morality deem wisdom to publish.
the ephemeral requirements of
newspapers may always be found in the official record of publicaarise

;

Titles of heavier treatises than

among our purchasing

tions distributed

agencies, to those

is

all

incompatible with our social constitution, to premust be sacrificed, in that it cannot be suc-

my

sponsibility, I gladly cease the struggle to return to

philosophy of history at

and

ory,

re-

chair of

Shawmut College. My own opinion is
now so simplified over production and

that the collective direction

exchange in material fabrics, should be logically extended to the
production and exchange of the more subtle fabrics of the brain if
our glorious institutions are to permanently remain on a solid and
immovable basis. To admit anarchy in thought, and insist on
artificial regulation of relations which are born of thought, is

A

plainly illogical and dangerous to collective liberty.

social sys-

tem once instituted must be preserved at all hazards to preserve
and this is the more evident when we
is as essential as to create
are the creators and know the result to be to our social well-being.
Happily, the compulsory solidarity to which civilization has
now attained in material wealth, and the moralization of militancy
a century ago. effected by political high-priests, already gives
every indication of being dominant in the intellectual sphere beHaving organized
fore the close of this newly-opened century.
liberty, having brought the spirit of freedom down from abstract
heights to add a local habitation to its name, by excluding individual initiative and personal respcnsibility in economics, having substituted the kind fraternalism of direction for the wild freedom of
competition, let us hasten the rapidly nearing day when intellect
will also reject these survivals of a ruder age
a day wherein we
will reach the culminating point of our civilization, where looking
forward will be synonymous with looking backward
Yours for organized and instituted liberty.
;

;

—

!

Julian West.
P. S.

— Edith sends love

;

the baby

is

well.

J.

MUlIer's objections

of

was a mere verbal slip, forthwith corrected, but he leaves unanswered the very cogent argument from the distribution of the beach which Prof. Sayce had
actually in his mind, an argument which has induced so cautious
a scholar as Dr. Schrader to abandon his former advocacy of an
Asiatic cradle for the Aryan race.

else

cessfully conducted without individual initiative, control,

Max

which Prof.

Prof. Sayce about the birch, which

have time to search through their voluminous bulk, and even if a
should prove misleading, a common misfortune for which I
can suggest no adequate remedy, our material prosperity is so well
assured that credit so wasted will not injure anj'one.
Finding, therefore, that our present legally instituted scheme
serve which

to
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Again, he attacks at considerable length, an observation

who

title

of journalism
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Although myself unable to accept Penka's Scandinavian theI do not think it will be very greatly damaged by some of the

" We know,"
arguments with which Prof. Max Miiller assails it.
he says, "of no traces of human life " in Sweden much before the
date of the Persian war, i. e., about 500 B, C. Not to speak of
the fact that skulls of the present Swedish type are found in ancient graves, which go back, all through the ages of iron and of
bronze, far into the neolithic period, it has been calculated by
Prof. Steenstrup, the highest authority on the subject, that the

accumulation of those vast mounds of refuse called the kitchen
middens, which line portions of the Swedish and Danish coasts,

must have occupied from 10,000

12,000 years.

These mounds

human

Sweden must be extended back for several thousand years
beyond the date selected by Prof. Max Miiller.
in

Weak

as are Penka's arguments in favor of his Scandinavian

hypothesis, they are, at all events, not so

Max

weak as those which Prof

Miiller brings forward in support of his

own

selection,

the

and almost uninhabitable plateau of the Pamir, the roof of
the world, which he believes to be one of " the highest points in
" Geology tells us that the
Asia." The argument is as follows
first regions inhabitable by human beings " were the Pamir and
"No geologist would ever think of any part of
the Caucasus.

lofty

;

Europe

as inhabited, or inhabitable, at the

same period

Leaving

these two highest points of Asia."

of time as

very remarkable
would venture to
suggest that Prof. Max Miiller seems to be confusing two things
perfectly distinct, namely, the origin of the Aryans, and the origin of the human race. Even if he could prove that the first man
first made his appearance on "thereof of the world," and that
the Pamir was well peopled when the whole of Europe was, for
this

statement to be discussed by the geologists,

some unassigned

CORRESPONDENCE.

to

are of neolithic date, so that in any case the "traces of
life "

reason, uninhabitable,

I

this very singular fact

would have no bearing whatever on the question. For the Prohimself demands no more than 4,000, or at most, 7,000
years for the origin of the Aryan race and the separation of the
Aryan languages, a period not one-tenth of that during which, according to the geologists. Dr. Croll and Prof. Geike, for instance.
The earliest
Europe has been the seat of human habitation
proofs of the existence of man upon the earth, come, not from
Babylonia or Egypt, far less from the wild and sparsely peopled
wastes of the Pamir, but from Western Europe, which was not
only habitable, but actually inhabited as far back as the Phistocene age, before England had become an island by the formation
of the Channel, and when the Somme flowed 300 feet above

fessor

THE CRADLE OF THE ARYANS.
To

the Editor

of The Open Court

:

—

Prof. Max Muller's article, which appeared in The Open
Court of February 13th, cannot be suffered to pass without a few
words of protest.

His line of argument is hardly ingenuous. In discussing the
question of a European or an Asiatic origin of the Aryan race, he
selects

for attack

the Scandinavian hypothesis of

Penka, the

European theories which have been broached
and when this unfortunate theory has been overwhelmed with
easy ridicule, he seems to imagine that the European theory has

weakest of

all

the

been demolished.

;

He

does not even allude to the most probable

Aryan cradle which has hitherto been suggested, the great central
plain of Europe, which has secured the suffrages of such weighty
authorities as Latham, Benfey, Spiegel, Cuno, Friederich Miiller,
Von Loher, Lindenschmit, and Tomaschek. Nor is it fair to say
that

"Latham

first

started" the Scandinavian theory.

Latham

He urged that
the cradle of the Aryans should rather be sought in the former region of Lithuanian occupancy, extending, as he thought, from the
never suggested so wild a solution of the problem.

Baltic to the Euxine,

and including a portion

of the valley of the

its

present

level,

pouring

its

We

also

know

that in

waters,

mingled with

those

of

some remote northern ocean.
France and Britain man was the contem-

the Rhine and the Thames,

into

porary of the woolly rhinoceros, the mammoth, and the hippopotamus. The "highest points of Asia" must have been covered
the

bv the ice-sheet of the

mammoth and

last

glacial

epoch at the time when

the reindeer formed the food of paljeolithic

hunters in Western Europe.

The Eguisheim

skull, the

the Canstadt skull, the

Cro-Magnon

Olmo

Neanderthal
skull,

skull, the

Engis

skull,

the Grenelle skulls, and the

skulls, must be older by untold miileniums than the
utmost period demanded by Prof. Max Miiller for the Aryan sep-

2
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aratioQ, older also, in all probability, than the time

when

Their halo but a mask

glaciers

were the sole occupants of the region which, he maintains, was
the first habitable spot on earth.
Prof. Max Miiller also puts forward the curious theory that
since the Indus rises in the Pamir, it "would have served as a
guide to the South-East," thus " leading the Indo-European race
A very dangerous guide it would have been, since the
to India."
Indus, which, as

it

happens, does not rise in the Pamir, but

'Twas there

And

their Iranian

Prof.

"somewhere

When, with

himself and mighty retinue,

the lion's skin beneath her paw.

left

And made Sedan

Gjlfe Jouan

in Asia."

more impossible

a bastard Waterloo.

(near Cannes, France), 1874.
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by affirming that he has " always
the statement " that the Aryan home was
I

am

The Life of Albert

cradle, the Pamir, well called " the roof

any of the " highest points " in any of the
Isaac Taylor, Litt.D., L L. D.
continents.
Settrington Rectory, York.
of the world," or of

Chicago

:

brief History of

By Mrs. Lucy

America.

in

E,

The Death

of Mammon. And other
and Peace. By George P. Mclntyre.
The Wage Workers' Publishing Company.
or.

;

of Prophesy, Profit,

Chicago: 1890.

We review

these books together, not because they are of equal

interest or value, but because they are both echoes of the

new De

cry, the

the

Parsons.

1889.

The Light of Persia
Poems

With a

R. Parsons.

Labor Movement

tolerably familiar with his works,

I

still

He

!

have been unable to verify this assertion. I discover it, for
the first time, in a magazine article written only three years ago.
In his best known work, the " Lectures on the Science of Language," delivered in 1861, he selected as the probable cradle of
the Aryan race, "the highest elevation of central Asia," that
same " highest point of Asia" to which he now returns, "the
region drained," he now tells us, " by the feeders of the Indus,
the Oxus, and the Yaxartes." The only important difference that
I can see between the two statements is that he now includes the
Indus, judiciously omitted in the Lectures, as one of the rivers
which watered the Aryan home.
Prof. Max Miiller hopes "we shall hear no more of Sweden
I hope so, too; and I also venture
as the cradle of the Aryas."
to hope, though I do not expect, that we shall hear no more of
that

ha'e.

is

Miiller concludes

confined himself to

but

fame eternal

join to endless
all

it

kinsmen

Max

in state

to strip thee of thine old disguise

was done that I had hoped to do.
By him who reigned thine heir and blood-in-law.
Late Prussia's high Purveyor to the Maw,

But

by some of the loftiest mountains in the world,
foams through the Himalaya by an unexplored and impassable
believed
to be some 14,000 feet in depth. Through
which
is
chasm,
this terrific gorge the Indians, with their families and their flocks,
must have marched to the Punjab after they had separated from
separated from

and when

;

raised thy cursed genius to the skies,

I

Labor

Profundis, the passionate psalm of the workers

appealing out of the depths of misery and degradation for more

wages and
question

hours of daily

the

Labor

;

;

Few

Parsons."

matic power as

stories in

our literature are told with such dra-

No book

this.

vivid biography.

or Haggard.

of 1889 will live so long as this

a tale of chivalry so exalted, with an ending

It is

so tragical and pathetic, that

is

To understand

toil.

not enough to learn the laws of social and political

we must also know what the laborers think and feel and
knowledge must be obtained from their own books
There is a weird fascination about this " Life of Albert R.

economy
this

less
is

it

it

reads like a romance by Stevenson

In all the ideal knighthood of Sir Walter Scott, there

not a high-born

Templar or Crusader whose heroism can be

(RETURN FROM ELBA.)

and chivalry of this indomitable
Labor without crest, coat of
arms, or any other heraldry of barbarian aristocracy. Americans

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

cannot study the character of Parsons without admiring his integ-

"SOUVENIR DU

lER

MARS,

1815."*

compared

puritan,

JR.

to the self-devotion

who was merely

a Knight of

and courage, however much they may condemn the doctrines
which he forfeited his life. Out of this admiration for his personal qualities will spring the question which sooner or later must
be answered by every American conscience. Was it necessary to
rity

L

for

'Twas here the landing

?

here they pitched the tent

Till midnight, when the fatal march began
That yet once more, despite the nations' ban,
Shook earth a hundred days ? and such event

Marked like a petty road -side accident —
Not thus, not thus, O giant Corsican,

A

glory cost the Gaul, and thy disgrace

million skulls

And

O

all

;

old,

fashioned to enchase

— thy legend briefly told

Was

to
it

death
just

;

the sea was blood about the base.

Tyrant, w.e are small as thou art great,

But mid the rabble thou didst so despise
Be some that look the gods between the eyes
And fear not. Yea, be some that dare to rate

answer must

*

Composed before

?

?

?

be.

No.

The

sacrifice of

Parsons was a

tragedy casting over the Labor question a storm-cloud,
to the

glamor

That tke death of Parsons should become an epoch in the
Labor movement and pass into history as a part of it, is due to the
the men who hanged him. By this blunder they.
exalted him to the rank of a representative, not of anarchy, but of
labor.
On the morning of the execution a laborer was riding on
Passing the jail,
the front platform of a North State Street car.
he said to the driver, " What is anarchy " ? "I don't know," was
" I understand it means more wages and less hours of
the answer.
labor for the working man " It is easy to show that anarchy does
not mean anything of the kind but by hanging Parsons, the classes
taught the masses to give that meaning to the word.
A grotesque
horror is added to the drama by the concession that Parsons was

mad vengeance of

;

entirely innocent of

condemned, and of
a small column bearing this inscript'on

by the road near the spot where Napoleon landed.

Was it wise Was it merciful Was it reWas it legal
To every one of these ques-

?

?

of the catastrophe.

thus, but glittering with all the gold

The burnished mass was

man

which grows darker and more ominous as time adds

Uprose the shaft in that ambitious plan
I had formed for such a monument.

While mounting toward thine image, as of

?

political

Which

Thy

this

ligious

tions the

!

Not

put

any knowledge of the crime
all

participation in

it,

for

which he was

excepting that he had

preached the gospel of anarchy, whereby he had become indirectly,
inferentially, psychologically, and metaphysically responsible for

;

XHK OPEN
Under

the bomb-throwing in the Haymarket.
it is

the circumstances,

not inappropriate that the history of Parsons and the history

Labor movement should be blended in one book.
The book itself is a curious compound of articles and opinions

of the

contributed by different persons.

Its lack of all art,

or unity of construction adds to

interest

method, plan,
by variety of treatment.
It contains a History of the Labor Movement in America, by
a History of the Labor Movement in Chicago,
Joseph Gruenhut
by George A. Schilling an AutoBiography of Parsons his adits

COURT.

explosive

can be concealed

it

pyramid
flock of

;

ventures, travels, and speeches, Capt. Black's account of him, incidents of his

trial,

extracts from the pamphlet called

of the Judgment," an account of the

"The

Trial

Haymarket meeting. Echoes

and other matters concerning Parsons and
bis work.
The gorgeous and stately romance Ivanhoe is not more
exciting nor so full of incident.
Parsons was an enthusiast, cherishing the ideal of a perfect
social system which mankind will never see until human nature
itself shall experience the " new birth," and change its character.
He was a man of genius, refined in manner, and possessed of rare
poetical and oratorical powers.
His eloquence was magnetic, and
his argument clear.
He could use sarcasm with fine effect, and
There was no cruelty
in denunciation he was forcible and keen.
iri his nature, and his private life was pure.
Some of his writings
They were not only incenin the " Alarm " cannot be justified.
diary in the dangerous meaning of the word, but they were irrational and useless for anything but mischief.
It is curious, however, that the same sentiments and the same language were uttered
at the same time in the National House of Representatives, by the
Chaplain of the House, in public prayers offered in the hearing of
He was not put to
Congress, and paid for out of the treasury.
death for his extravagant speaking, but he was re-elected to his
office, to pray the like prayers over again.
Parsons was hanged
for preaching anarchy, but the chaplain was rewarded for praying
from the prison

cell,

It is a feeble excuse for either of them that they only intended
sound an alarm as the prophet thundered against Nineveh.
Few braver things are found either in fact or fiction than the
manly act of Parsons, who, out of a place of safety in Wisconsin,
came to Chicago, and walking into the court room, quietly said to
the judge, "I present myself for trial with my comrades, your
honor." This magnanimity was answered by a sentence of death,

it.

to

executed with ceremonial cruelty in the state of Abraham Lincoln,

whose immortal glory
charity for

all,

is

written in the inspired words

with malice towards none

"
;

"With

a sentiment harshly

of

The

Egypt.

sheep

is

is to

palm

in the

effect

regenerate mankind.

hand

now

A

of

to

:

iwer hovered o'er the flock and then
I

Enough

crumble the great
of a pinch of it thrown among a
of the

thus tenderly described

.\nd had that flock be

;

;
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compound which

Bankers, Lawyers, they had been

it

fell

pleading

'

in hell."

trial is

going on, and the judge, jury, prisoner, lawyers, and

spectators are

all

playfully

blown up

the

in

same way by

this

" limpid quintessence of light." There is nothing better or more
enlightened in Mr. Mclntyre's poetry than the couplet quoted

poems and bits of prose by other
people in the scrap-book part of the volume which are well worth
above, although there are some

When

Light of Persia " are prothey injure the cause of Labor, when advocated without ability, they bring it into contempt.
t.
reading.

mulgated with

the doctrines of the

'

'

ability

NOTES.

We

have cut out certain portions from the

Noire in this number, and refer those readers

article

by Ludwig

who wish

to inform
themselves about further details to the original work "Logos,"
Chapter xiv. We have omitted those paragraphs which intro-

duce Schopenhauer's views of causality, first, because what N lire
means cannot be very well understood without an acquaintance
with Schopenhauer's dissertation on the quadruple root of the
principle of sufficient reason

vom

zureichenden Grunde)

;

(

Uber die vUrfache Wurzel des Salses

and, secondly, because this pamphlet

contains some radical errors which

Ludwig Noire not only

did not

overcome but allowed himself to be influenced by. Our criticism of
Schopenhauer may be briefly sketched thus Schopenhauer says the
proposition of sufficient reason has four roots, which are of radical
and he distinguishes between the priHcipiuiit nitionis
difference
It thus appears
suffuienlis fiendi, cogitoscendi, agendi, and dssendi.
as if different kinds of causation could exist, which would be abThe causa agendi is a special kind of cajisa fiendi ; and the
surd.
:

;

cauSiC cognoscendi as well as essendi are not causes at all but rea-

Schopenhauer was one of the boldest thinkers, yet he had

sons.

not freed himself from the metaphysicism of former centuries.

His "Will" is not only a natural phenomenon, such as is the will
man and animals, the growth of plants, the falling of stones,
but also a supernatural phenomenon that can produce effects of
of

telepathy and might create worlds.

endowed with
Noire's

all

It

is

Kant's thing in

itself

the attributes of mysticism. The results of Ludwig
investigations, however, remain un-

important

most

reversed in the Anarchist case where judgment was executed with

touched.

malice towards

Mr. Henry C. Badger is an agnostic, and in an article published in The Unitarian Revie'o,he calls the editor of The Open Court
simply because the latter is not an agnostic, " an Hegelian." In
connection with this odd statement, he objects to "the assumption " that " whatever is known to God may be known by man,"

all, with charity for none.
As to the " Light of Persia, and other Poems," the bock bears
the imprint of the " Wage Workers' Publishing Company," and

therefore brings with

element.

For

it

some apparent credentials from the labor
it may receive some notice which it

this reason

might not otherwise obtain.

The book should

be judged kindly,

no doubt, the author means well, and wishes to see the laborer's condition improved, but he contributes very little towards the
desired result. The book consists of 220 pages, of which about one
third is given to " The Light of Persia, and other Poems," and
the other two thirds are the author's scrap-book, a collection of
Of
clippings on all manner of subjects, by all manner of men.
course any man has a right to print bis scrap-book, but it would
be more candid to call it that, than to advertise it under the atfor,

tractive title of

"The

Light of Persia."

Desiring to give a generous and indulgent hearing to anything

on the working man's side, we can see very little in this book to
be commended, and much to be condemned. Railing and scolding
in lame and feeble verses is not poetry
nor are the passionate expressions of a morbid egotism worthy the attention of working men.
;

It is

disappointing to find that the verses called

of Persia," are a hysterical

hymn

to

"The

Light

some tremendous chemical

"Human conceit has before soared as high, but,
and continues
its wings of wax soared toward humiliation."
Hegelianism is characterized, in a quotation from Dr. Hedge,
as "self-sufficiency combined with moral indifference." The passage quoted from Dr. Hedge refers to Heine and alludes to one of
Heine's most famous yet flippant l>on mots regarding Hegelianism
and Heine's course of study with Hegel in Berlin. Mr. Badger is
apparently ignorant of the source of Dr. Hedge's quotation or he
would never have used it to characterize Hegel's philosophy.
There is an ethical side to the forming of an opinion about a man,
and of that Mr. Badger seems to have little conception. We are
strongly opposed to Hegel, but he is too great a giant in the empire of philosophic thought to be dealt with so slightingly.
Mr. Badger must know little of Hegel and still less of the
views propounded in The Open Court. Strange that modest agnostics
of this stamp so rarely retain their modesty for home-consumpWho gave them the authority to limit investigation whenever
tion
they happen to be benighted themselves ? Mr. Badger is leading
Unitarianism upon slippery ground and certainly not on a road
:

!

He quotes approvingly Dr."
that lies in the direction of progress.
What do Unitarians most lack ?
Hedge's answer to the question
"Humility !" Mr. Badger, we judge, is a Unitarian.
'

'

—
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